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When the Orange Line Busway opened in 2005, the San Fernando Valley, which had
been without a grade-separated form of mass transit for a half a century, now had just
that. However, as the bulk of the Valley’s development occurred in the fifty years since
Pacific Electric trolley lines stopped running, the built environment existing around many
of the new line’s station areas consisted of mostly low-density, auto-oriented suburban
buildings. In the time since the line has opened, this situation has remained unchanged.
Thus, a dilemma has arisen: how can the built form of Tarzana Crossing, a place largely
designed and developed for automobiles, adapt to the introduction of a new transit option? In order to address this question, this project assembles a twofold site analysis of
the environs of the Reseda stop in Tarzana, California and presents recommendations
for the Urban Design Studio of the LA City Planning Department, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, elected officials, and property owners to follow as plans are made for the
future of the area surrounding the Reseda stop as well as others along the Orange Line.
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Executive Summary

Opportunity Setting

The concept of Transit-Oriented Development has arisen over the last thirty years as
a means of addressing some of the ills of suburban sprawl: traffic congestion, pollution, greenhouse gas emissions, and others. However, as Los Angeles has expanded
its network of railways and busways over this same time period, many of the station
areas along these new lines have lacked physical elements conducive to active forms
of travel, with the local built environment and nearby rights of way still largely geared
towards automobile use. One such station area is Tarzana Crossing, the neighborhood
around the Reseda stop on the Metro Orange Line fixed guideway bus rapid transit
line.

Passengers boarding and alighting Metro buses at the Reseda Station of the San Fernando Valley’s Metro Orange Line are stepping foot into the only fixed guideway mass
transit stop within the City of Tarzana. The station, sited on a large swath of land along
Reseda Boulevard between Oxnard Street and Topham Street (Bessemer Street to the
west), sits at the northern limits of this mid-sized city as the urban fabric transitions into
the city of Reseda, a little way north of the bus station.

Thus, the question for the urban designer arises: what can be done to make the physical environment of Tarzana Crossing more pleasurable and convenient for pedestrians and cyclists? This project answers this question via a comprehensive literature
review, a twofold site analysis of the Tarzana Crossing Station area, and a typological
study of the four identified types of built environment/street fabric.
Findings from the exercise indicate that both alterations to the right of way and to the
built environment in and around Tarzana Crossing face considerable political, bureaucratic, and economic hurdles. To mitigate these hurdles, this report provides the
following recommendations to the Urban Design Studio of the Los Angeles City Planning Department, elected officials, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, and property
owners: (1) Commission a design guidelines document articulating the community’s
desired form of changes to the built environment; (2) Incorporate into this document
the elements of right-of-way design that appeared most frequently in the literature; (3)
Pursue the creation of policy mechanisms such as TOD overlay, design overlay, or hybrid zoning; (4) Complete a comprehensive pedestrian count of the Tarzana Crossing
Area; (5) Lobby the city council office for applicable pedestrian improvements to the
right of way; (6) Consider incremental alternatives; and (7) Apply the findings of this
study to future areas along the Orange Line. Pursuing these measures will provide the
Urban Design Studio a better chance of seeing identified pedestrian-friendly alterations to the right of way and built environment move from paper to pavement.

Today, the station area is a moderately bustling hub of activity, but this has not always
been so. From the early 1900s through the middle of the century, Southern Pacific
freight trains ran along a right of way through the site, which was once part of a vast
ranch owned by Edgar Rice Burroughs and named after his famous character, Tarzan.1
Pacific Electric trolleys carried people to nearby locales.2 After the 1920s and 30s,
developers began transforming the area around the Reseda Station from ranchland and
open space to neighborhoods of predominantly single-family homes and commercial
strips. Pacific Electric service ended in the 1950s, and eventually Southern Pacific followed suit.3 For a long time, transportation to and from the immediate area was possible
only via automobile and traditional bus service. In the 1990s, a movement began to
return public transit to the Southern Pacific Right of Way, and the Orange Line opened
in 2005, with a station at the corner of Reseda Boulevard and Oxnard Street, among 13
others spanning the West San Fernando Valley.
Since it began service, the Orange Line has been a success, surpassing expectations
and pre-service ridership forecasts. As of February 2012, the line received 27,104 average weekday boardings (see Figure 3), and these numbers have risen slightly since the
line first opened. Currently, the Reseda stop receives roughly 2,282 boardings per day,
which is about 9.5% of the line’s total boardings, and about 2% higher than if all stops
received the same number of boardings. The stop generally receives a high level of
eastbound traffic; the stop’s eastbound platform is the third most utilized platform on the
1

2 Kunstler, James Howard. The Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of America’s ManMade Landscape. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993. 90-91. See also Map of the Pacific Electric
Railway Routes in Southern California, 1940-1950 in California Historical Society Collection, 18601960. USC Libraries Special Collections.
3
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Erwin Street

line, while the westbound platform is the 15th most utilized platform on the line. Overall,
the stop is the third most utilized on the line.4

Calvert Street
Bessemer Street
Topham Street

Reseda Boulevard

Baird Avenue

Oxnard Street

Reseda Station
Hatteras Street

Metro Orange Line Ridership
Measurement
Average Weekday Boardings
Average Saturday Boardings
Average Sunday and Holiday
Boardings
Total Calendar Month Boardings

Feb. 2012
27,104
15,622

Feb. 2011
24,284
12,928

Feb. 2010
23,141
12,849

11,458

10,713

10,436

677,504

580,244

555,960

Figure 2 1/4-mile station area
Figure 3 Metro Orange Line Ridership. Accessed via LACMTA at
www.metro.net

And yet, for all of the line’s—and the Reseda Station’s—ridership successes, the
physical environment surrounding the station does not read as a visual success to
the passerby or the rider. While many transit stops around the world—and, indeed,
even elsewhere in Los Angeles—are treasures of the public realm that connect their
neighborhood seamlessly, gracefully, and functionally to transit, the Reseda Station is
anything but. Dirt and litter abound; public space is at a minimum; cars race by; and the
built environment turns its back on the street and sidewalk, which boarders and alighters of the Orange Line must traverse to complete the first, middle, or perhaps last leg
of their journey.
To those that study the built environment, the scene is not an uncommon one. Over the
last 30 years, the concept of the “transit village” or Transit-Oriented Development—the
planning concept that posits focusing growth and development of the built environment
on areas surrounding transit stops—has infiltrated planning circles, both academic and
professional. And, with these thirty years of imagination, implementation, and analysis
has come a degree of understanding of TOD practices. Transit lines built across the
country have had various degrees of success. On the facing page are two precedents
from the Los Angeles area that show the ultimate degree of effect—or lack thereof—a
transit stop can have on the neighborhood to which it is introduced.
With its own transit stop lacking a strong connection to its community, Tarzana has
seen its neighbors spearhead an effort to bring a transit village to the area around the
Reseda station, which was recently dubbed “Tarzana Crossing.” In 2006, an urban
planning class at the University of California, Northridge studied the newly opened station area, and a UCLA Extension landscape architecture class also examined the site
in 2008. These two exercises produced documents that helped the Los Angeles City
Planning Department acquire a 2010 grant from SCAG to produce a Transit-Oriented
development study that examined the feasibility of developing the station area. This
document came to several conclusions, including the notion that developing the area
as a transit village could be possible. Perhaps more importantly, the report incited an
interest in the community for new development, which is unusual in a city where NIMBYism is common. Unfortunately, with the continued economic downturn, prior visions
have gone unrealized and the Reseda station area appears largely the same as it did
when it opened seven years ago.

4
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Photo Credit: Truus, Bob & Jan,
Too! via flickr.com/Creative
Commons

TOD Precedent:
Hollywood & Highland

TOD Precedent:
Mission Meridian Village

The Hollywood & Highland Center is a vast,
mixed-use complex sitting atop the Metro Red
Line’s Hollywood and Highland Stop. Conceived as part of a joint venture between the
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) and Trizec Properties,
the development incorporates shops, restaurants, Grauman’s Chinese Theater, and the
space formerly known as the Kodak Theatre
into its scheme. The complex is generally
credited with revitalizing street life along the
stretch of Hollywood Boulevard it occupies,
although some criticize it for having too many
stores and restaurants focused around its
internal plaza. Since it has opened, other
new, large-scale developments in Hollywood
have followed and, with them, the streetscape
of the Hollywood area has fundamentally
changed.

Not all transit-oriented development is large in
scale or changes the fundamental character
of the neighborhood it occupies. First opened
in 2006 at the Mission Station along Metro’s
Gold Line in Pasadena, Mission Meridian Village is a successful example of Los Angelesarea transit-oriented development. Occupying the site of a swath of a former series
of low-slung bungalows, the development
program successfully creates a pedestrianfriendly public realm on its side that fronts the
Gold Line station and its active commercial
center. Its form—broken up into a variety of
building types including lofts, bungalows, and
courtyard apartments–melds seamlessly with
the low-scale residential neighborhood that
surrounds it.

Clearly, more could be done to connect the Reseda Station successfully with its
neighborhood. But what precisely can the Los Angeles Urban Design Studio, elected
officials, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, and property owners do to increase connection—the “first mile” or “last mile,” depending on perspective—of the Orange Line
Reseda Stop at Tarzana Crossing? And how can the Los Angeles Planning Department
use this case study to inform similar endeavors for other stops along the Orange Line,
especially in light of the recent dissolution of the Community Redevelopment Agency,
a significant catalyzer of Los Angeles-area Transit-Oriented Development? These are
the questions that will guide this report as it examines the past and present and looks
to the future.

Photo Credit: ubrayj02 via
flickr.com/Creative Commons

[Pictured] The Orange
Line Reseda Station plaza
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Literature Review
The fact that the Orange Line Busway was built at all comes as a result of a wide-ranging critique of suburban land use and urban form. In the last thirty years, a number of
architects, planners, urbanists, and theorists have questioned the rationalist, sprawling,
auto-dominated development model that has predominated since the end of World War II.
New Urbanism, a widespread movement critical of such models, has its roots in the
writings and theorizing of Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, a husband-andwife team who first began incorporating their ideals into their own architectural projects
during the 1980s. In their seminal work Suburban Nation: The Rise of Sprawl and the
Decline of the American Dream, Duany and Plater-Zyberk cite the negative effects of
suburban sprawl: in the long run, it is economically self-destructive, it consumes excessive amounts of land, produces traffic, and creates social inequity and personal isolation.1
Broadly, the movement advocates an alternative model characterized by mixed land use,
higher densities, a prioritization of public space and interaction of citizens outside the
private realm, discouragement of automobile use, and regulating built form via a distinct
set of form-based community design guidelines. In 1996, the followers of New Urbanism
convened to write The Charter of the New Urbanism, which lays forth principles intended to guide urban design and overcome the challenges of “divestment in central cities,
the spread of placeless sprawl, increasing separation by race and income, environmental
deterioration, loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion of society’s built
heritage.”2 Other authors, including Peter Calthorpe, Leon Krier, and numerous others,
express similar ideas, though they may not call themselves New Urbanists as such.3 Of
these critics, Kunstler is particularly vocal in decrying most of suburban built form as a
“wasteland of cartoon architecture and parking lots.”4
As it nears 30 years of age, New Urbanism (or neotraditionalism, as it is sometimes
called) is not without critics. One such critic, John Kaliski, attacks New Urbanism for
1 Duany, Andres, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck. Suburban Nation. New York: North
Point Press, 2000. 4 Many of these issues are also highlighted in Burchell, Robert W. et al. Sprawl
Costs: Economic Impacts of Unchecked Development. Washington: Island Press, 2005.
2 Duany, Andres, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck. Suburban Nation. New York: North
Point Press, 2000. 260
3 Calthorpe, Peter. The Next American Metropolis. New York: Princeton Architectural Press,
1993. & Krier, Leon. The Architecture of Community. Washington: Island Press, 2009.
4 Kunstler, James Howard. The Geography of Nowhere: The Rise and Decline of America’s ManMade Landscape. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1993.
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its overemphasis on traditional building styles, physical form and the way in which New
Urbanist projects are typically the product of a top-down master planning process that
often ignores the existing urban landscape.5 Others, such as architect and urbanist Rem
Koolhaas, rebuke New Urbanism for its futile effort to create character via nostalgic and
obsolete traditionalism.6
Despite its critics, New Urbanism has influenced the widespread notion of Transit-Oriented Development. Simply put, TOD is the practice of placing development—particularly
higher density development—near transit stops, with the intent to reduce automobile
dependency, revitalize neighborhoods, or increase the efficiency of regional land-use
patterns.7 As a design typology, TOD typically has a unique set of characteristics. In his
book The Next American Metropolis, Peter Calthorpe outlines some of these: (1) compact, not sprawling form; (2) jobs, housing, parks, and civic uses are within walking
distance of transit stops; (3) streets are pedestrian friendly and connect transit stations
with destinations; (4) uses, densities, and housing types are mixed; (5) open space is
kept preserved; (6) buildings are oriented toward public space; and (7) in areas that are
already built-out, infill development occurs.8
Written in 1993 during Transit-Oriented Development’s earliest stages of conception,
Calthorpe’s principles were primarily theoretical. Drawing conclusions from the successes and failures of completed Transit-Oriented Development projects, works written
in the last ten years have refined some of these “best practices” principles. The most
critical piece of information from this section of the literature is that building new transit
does not spur new development on its own. Specifically, in Hank Dittmar and Gloria Ohland’s The New Transit Town, written in 2004, and Robert Dunphy’s Ten Principles for
Successful Development Around Transit, written in 2003, the authors attest to the importance of understanding real estate market conditions, engaging the private sector, and
recognizing that traditional real estate development funding mechanisms are designed

5 Kaliski, John, “The Present City and the Practice of City Design” in Everyday Urbanism. New
York: The Monacelli Press, 1999. 100-101
6

Koolhaas, Rem. S,M,L,XL. New York: The Monacelli Press, 1995 via Kaliski 101.

7

Ohland, Gloria and Hank Dittmar. The New Transit Town. Washington: Island Press, 2004. 6

8

Calthorpe, Peter. Via Ohland 7
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for suburban building models, thus creating a roadblock to TOD.9 Two of Dunphy’s
principles—“Apply the Power of Partnerships” and “Think Development When Thinking
about Transit”—make this evident.10 In “Transit Villages: From Idea to Implementation,”
Robert Cervero also asserts the importance of understanding the market; he particularly singles out the importance of identifying the correct market for transit villages.11
Similarly, in “Transit Villages: Tools for Revitalizing the Inner City,” Bernick highlights
the importance of engaging the community and finding a political “champion” to guide
TOD to successful results.12 Thus, the recent literature makes clear that successful TOD
comes as the result not just of good design, but also of good development vision and
follow-through. In a number of her works, Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris demonstrates the
truth of this reality within the context of Southern California, particularly areas along the
Blue and Gold Lines.13
There is also a substantial amount of urban design literature aimed at proposing creative
solutions for transforming building typologies typically associated with low-density
sprawl. Many of these works, though not explicitly directed at or labeled as good TOD
design, are nonetheless applicable, such as those that discuss solutions for “repairing,”
“retrofitting,” or altering the strip malls, mini-malls, and low-density fabric of suburbia.

threefold approach to revitalizing underutilized low-density commercial space: adaptive
reuse, retrofitting shopping centers, and designing for mobility or access.15 As part of a
more visual exercise, Tachieva includes renderings of distinctly suburban building typologies—strip center, big box, and so forth—and provides before-and-after possibilities for
orienting design towards the street.16 A series of detailed case studies of aging malls
converted to prosperous developments comprises Greyfields into Goldfields.17
While the previous examples provide recommendations primarily for transforming
sprawling building typologies such as strip malls or shopping malls, there is also a
plethora of articles documenting existing retrofits of these buildings. Notable among
these are “Rorschach Test,” which chronicles the yearlong design and construction
process of converting a “drab” strip mall into an architectural office;18 “Camino Nuevo
Academy,” a profile of a Los Angeles-area project by Daly Genik Architects that saw the
adaptive reuse of an abandoned mini-mall into a charter school;19 “Strip Mall Maestro,”
which focuses on developer/architect Randy Brown and his ability to profitably remodel
an existing strip mall in Omaha, Nebraska;20 and “On the Boards,” which provides an
example of theoretical whimsy as architects from SHoP toy with various avant-garde
building forms.21

For example, the New Urbanism Best Practices Guide lays forth a series of case studies
of innovative retail schemes, including detailed means of developing traditionally autooriented forms (big box centers, gas stations) into forms that engage the pedestrian and
the street.14 In Retrofitting Suburbia, Ellen Dunham-Jones and June Williamson provide a

The shortcoming of “suburban repair” how-to guides and articles that document successful “suburban repair” projects—Forsyth et al. refer to these as “advocacy pieces”—22

9 Dunphy, Robert, Deborah Myerson, and Michael Pawlukiewicz. Ten Principles for Successful
Development Around Transit. Washington, D.C.: ULI—the Urban Land Institute, 2003. Also Ohland 7

15 Dunham-Jones and June Williamson. Retrofitting Suburbia: Urban Design Solutions for Redesigning Suburbs. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2011. 67-81
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Dunphy 2-7

16

11

Cervero, Robert. “Transit Villages: From Idea to Implementation.” Access, 1995. 5: 8-14

12

Bernick, Michael. “Transit Villages: Tools for Revitalizing the Inner City.” Access, 1994. 9: 13-17

17 Congress for the New Urbanism. Greyfields into Goldfields: Dead Malls Become Living Neighborhoods. Pittsburgh: Congress for the New Urbanism, 2002.

13 Loukaitou-Sideris, Anastasia. “TODs for Southern California: Challenges and Prospects” in
The State of the Region 2007: Measuring Regional Progress. Southern California Association of
Governments, 2007. Also Loukaitou-Sideris, Anastasia. “There’s No There There.” Access, 1994.
2-6 and “A Closer Look at the Blue Line: Building Communities Around Transit.” Livable Places,
2002.
14 Steuteville, Robert, Philip Langdon, and Special Contributors. New Urbanism Best Practices
Guide. Ithaca: New Urban News Publications, 2009. See also Dittmar, Hank and Gloria Ohland.
The New Transit Town: Best Practices in Transit-Oriented Development. Washington: Island Press,

2004.

Tachieva, Galina. Sprawl Repair Manual. Washington: Island Press, 2010. 268-271

18 Chang, Jade. “Rorschach Test.” Metropolis, June 2008. Accessed at http://www.metropolismag.com/story/20080618/rorschach-test
19

Kimm, Alice. “Camino Nuevo Academy.” Architectural Record, July 2004. 192, 42-45.

20

Hurley, Amanda. “Strip Mall Maestro.” ARCHITECT, January 2008.

21 Cramer, Ned. “On the Boards: SHoP Architects Hotwire the Traditional Strip Mall.” Architecture, March 2000. 52-53.
22

Day, Kristen, Marlon Boarnet, Mariela Alfonzo, and Ann Forsyth. “The Irvine-Minnesota Inven-
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is that they do not provide a thorough, detailed process by which planners or designers
may diagnose areas to determine the type and scale of intervention that may contribute
to a more pedestrian- or bicycle-friendly environment. In recent years, a number of
scholars have begun examining ways to address this informational deficit by proposing
built environment measurement tools for researchers to use in assessing the composition of urban fabric.
A great number of these audit tools have proliferated. Some are designed as a means
to measure and rank bicycle and pedestrian level of service along roads.23 Still others
focus solely on the pedestrian experience, and attempt to balance quantitative measures
of pedestrian traffic speed and flow with qualitative measures of comfort, convenience,
safety, security, system coherence, and system continuity.24
Many audit tools are designed for research purposes. One such tool is the Systematic
Pedestrian and Cycling Environmental Scan (SPACES) Instrument, composed by The
University of Western Australia’s Terri Pikora et al.25 Others include a tool by St. Louis
University’s Brownson et al. (dubbed the “St. Louis Tool” by some), and the Pedestrian
Environmental Data Scan (PEDS), put together by Kelly J. Clifton et al.26 27 Perhaps
the most cited tool in the literature is the Irvine-Minnesota Inventory to Measure Built
Environments, assembled by Kristen Day, Marlon Boarnet, Mariela Alfonzo, and Ann
Forsyth. All of these tools overlap a great deal, although some are more exhaustive than
others. The PEDS tool, for instance, includes only 31 items, while the Irvine-Minnesota
Inventory has 162 items. Additionally, some have shortcomings that may preclude their
use for this study. For example, Clifton et al. cite that the SPACES tool’s categories,
tailored to describe the Australian built environment, may not correctly describe the built
tory to Measure Built Environments.” American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 2006. 30: 147
23 Dixon, Linda B. “Bicycle and Pedestrian Level-of-Service Performance Measures and Standards for Congestion Management Systems.” Transportation Research Record, 1996. 1538: 1-9.
24 Khisty, CJ. “Evaluation of Pedestrian Facilities: Beyond the Level of Service Concept.” Transportation Research Record, 1994. 1438: 45-50.
25 Pikora, Terri et al. “Developing a reliable audit instrument to measure the physical environment for physical activity.” American Journal of Preventive Medicine. 23: 187-194
26 Clifton, Kelly J et al. “The development and testing of an audit for the pedestrian environment.” Landscape and Urban Planning, 2007. 80: 95-110.
27 Brownson et al. “Reliability of Two Instruments for Auditing the Environment for Physical
Activity.” Journal of Physical Activity and Health, 2004. 1: 189-207
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environment of the United States.28 Additionally, Forsyth et al. contend that the SPACES
tool contains an insufficient number of categories.29 Reliability is also an issue: although
the PEDS tool provides a thorough itemization and examination of other audit tools, its
authors report that only 89% of its items of measurement had an agreement rate of 80%
or better when the instrument was used a number of times. This pales in comparison to
the 99.2% of variables that had an 80% or better agreement rate in the Irvine-Minnesota
Inventory.30
The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory’s high reported reliability rate, along with the extent to
which researchers have effectively utilized the inventory previously and the exhaustiveness of its variables, makes it the ideal audit tool to use in the assessment of Los
Angeles-area fixed guideway stations.31 On the whole, the inventory contains 162 items,
divided into four broad categories: accessibility, pleasurability, perceived safety from traffic, and perceived safety from crime. The authors note the extensive process by which
these arrived at their final list. A literature review provided an initial list of hypothesized
built environment features associated with “active living.” Three rounds of focus groups
emphasizing low-income persons, teenagers, and non-whites, as well as an extensive
field survey, added additional items to the list. The authors then consulted with a panel
of experts for additional items and feedback regarding the inventory’s included procedures.32 Reliability testing culled the list down to only the most unambiguous items.33
The inventory includes a detailed “instruction manual” for how to properly record field
observations of the items in the list.
28

Clifton 95-110.

29 Day, Kristen, Marlon Boarnet, Mariela Alfonzo, and Ann Forsyth. “The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory to Measure Built Environments.” American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 2006. 30: 144-152.
30 Clifton et al. 95-110; Day, Kristen, Marlon Boarnet, Mariela Alfonzo, Ann Forsyth, and Michael
Oaks. “The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory to Measure Built Environments: Reliability Tests.” American
Journal of Preventive Medicine, 2006. 30: 153-159
31 For examples of studies that use the Irvine-Minnesota Inventory, see Brown, Barbara, Carol
M. Werner, Jonathan W. Amburgey and Caitlin Szalay. “Walkable Route Perceptions and Physical
Features: Converging Evidence for En Route Walking Experiences.” Environment and Behavior,
2007. 39: 34-61 and Forsyth et al. “Six Assessments of the Same Places: Comparing Views of
Urban Design.” Journal of Urban Design, 2010. 15: 21-48.
32

Forsyth et al. “The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory to Measure Built Environments.”

33 Forsyth et al. “The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory to Measure Built Environments: Reliability
Tests.”
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Research Design
The methodology this research project employed was a two-part site analysis of the
area within a quarter-mile radius of Orange Line Reseda Station, which sits at the intersection of Oxnard Street and Reseda Boulevard in the San Fernando Valley.

Part 1: Built Environment Analysis
This portion of the project closely examined the characteristics of the built environment that the literature review had revealed as promoting successful integration of built
form and transit. During the course of the literature review, four different sources for
TOD “best practices” arose: Robert Dunphy’s Ten Principles for Successful Development
Around Transit (written for the Urban Land Institute), Peter Calthorpe’s principles within
The Next American Metropolis, Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris’s essay “TODs for Southern
California: Challenges and Prospects,” and Gloria Ohland’s The Next American Metropolis. The researcher documented these best practice lists and itemizations, and compared
the common elements within them in order to determine some level of consensus
among those regarding “good” transit-oriented development. These best universal best
practices were then used as units of measurement and analyzed visually via maps and
diagrams, as well as qualitatively and quantitatively, where applicable.

Part 2: Right of Way Analysis
This second part of the case study focused on the physical characteristics of the rights
of way (roads and sidewalks) that contribute to non-motorized, active forms of transportation. Similar to the TOD best practice lists, the researcher documented commonalities
across academic inventories of items considered to have an effect on non-motorized
forms of travel in order to find some level of agreement with regards to the topic. The
common elements among these inventories formed the units of analysis measured in the
case study.

Measurement Tools
Because the units of analysis for each study widely varied, not all could be measured in
the same way. Hence, each unit was measured in a way that best suited it. The measurement tools included:
Physical Inventory The researcher mapped out and delineated all blocks within the
quarter-mile station area and gathered built environment data on quantitative and qualitative categories for each block across the site.
Prior Reports: Because the Tarzana Crossing area has been documented extensively in
prior reports, this report drew from applicable data available in some of these reports—
most notably, the 2010 SCAG Transit Oriented Development Report completed by IBI

Group and Melendrez Architects.
U.S. Census Data Some of the data for large scales of analysis was accessible via the
United States Census.
Ridership Data from Metro The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority provides various data to the public, including ridership figures for public transit
lines.
Pro Forma Analysis This report generated a standard real estate development pro
forma commonly used to quickly assess development feasibility based on some publicly
available real estate data.
Interviews Three interviews were conducted with the following four individuals:
Mott Smith, real estate developer and founder of Civic Enterprise, a real estate
development firm
Deborah Murphy, founder of LA Walks, urban designer, and former City of Los
Angeles Employee
Joe Bernstein, Tarzana Crossing chair of Tarzana Neighborhood Council
Kathy Delle Donne, land use chair of Tarzana Neighborhood Council

Methodology Weaknesses
While the methodology detailed here was chosen because it provided a malleable
framework through which to analyze the study area, it has a number of weaknesses to
consider. First, since this report’s units of analyses are derived directly from existing
literature, there is the chance that the best practices reported by the authors chosen are
themselves flawed. Nevertheless, the writers of the literature utilized are all regarded as
experts in their field, which mitigates this factor. Secondly, some levels of bias may exist
in other sources of data collected for this report. For instance, the physical inventory
data was generated only once by the writer of the report, and the exercise may produce
different results if run again. Additionally, there is the potential that interviews produced
data that may be biased, inaccurate, or incomplete. As was true with the literature, however, the fact that those interviewed were either experts in their field or highly knowledgeable about the study area mitigated the chances of such error occurring.
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Built Environment Units of Analyses
Identifying TOD Best Practices

The literature that informs the built environment site analysis of this report includes a
set of works that lay forth the best practices for transit-oriented development. Because
transit-oriented development is an idea that has gained traction and, consequently, seen
implementation in the last two decades, many of these guides take a step beyond theory
to describe transit-oriented development practices in light of real-world successes and
failures. The four of these “best practice” guides or lists examined for this study include
the Urban Land Institute’s Ten Principles for Successful Development Around Transit,
Peter Calthorpe’s The Next American Metropolis, Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris’ “TODs for
Southern California: Challenges and Prospects,” and Gloria Ohland and Hank Dittmar’s
The New Transit Town. The aim of aggregating these best practice lists was to determine some level of consensus. While the physical inventories used in the second part of
the site analysis provided itemizations of objects, these best practice sources generally
set forth management or policy principles.

Realm
Land Use

Market Consideration
Nature
Parking
Public Involvement
Public Sector Management
Transit Infrastructure
Figure 4 TOD literature chart
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The 42 items in the best practice lists were categorized within the public or private
realm and then within their applicable sector of urban design (Appendix A.1). These
areas of urban design were then broken apart into fourteen smaller realms.
In all, there was a high degree of variation among the four sources regarding best
transit-oriented development practices. Many of the realms had little or no agreement
within them. In fact, only one item—mixed land use—appeared in some form in three out
of four of the best practice guides. Roughly three-quarters of the best practices mentioned—including seemingly commonplace practices such as keeping buildings clean and
maintained—were one-offs. Only ten best practices (including mixed land use) repeated
at all within the literature. These best practices were carried forward into the master
best practice list used in the site analysis.

Characteristic

ULI

Ohland

Calthorpe

Mixed Use
Mixed Use, Neighborhood Scale
Mixed-income housing around transit
Density
Make TOD economically viable given market
conditions
Natural Features and/or open space (lake,
field, etc)
Quantity of parking available
Develop a Community Vision/Educate &
Involve Public
Pursue PPPs
Make transit more appealing/great idea

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

LoukaitouSideris

3
2
2
2
2

x
x

Total

2

x

x

x

2

x

x

2

x

x
x

2
2

x
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Data Analysis

Metro Orange Line Reseda
Station Land Use Map
Reseda Station Platform

The literature survey determined that transit-oriented development should consider the
following elements in order to positively contribute to and affect its surrounding community: land use, density, mixed-income housing, parking, natural features/open space,
transit infrastructure, economic viability, public-private partnerships, and community vision/public involvement. As such, this study organized its data collection
and analysis along these categories of performance in order to best assess
the built form of Tarzana Crossing as it contributes to the pedestrian
realm.

Low Residential
Medium Residential
Light Manufacturing
General Commercial
Public Facilities

Land Use
Overall, five main land uses are present within a quarter mile
of the Reseda station. These uses roughly correspond with
designated zones, although not entirely. For instance, a
number of parcels that the City of Los Angeles designates as
“Manufacturing” are zoned M-1 (limited manufacturing), while
some are zoned M-R, which is essentially a more restricted
general manufacturing zone that allows uses more compatible with nearby commercial zones. In general, the land uses
present—low residential, mid residential, general commercial,
limited manufacturing, and public facilities—make up roughly
equal proportions of the total. The exception to this is general
commercial, which makes up only 11% of total land area, occupying primarily only the land directly around the Reseda stop.
Because of their small sizes, low residential parcels exist in the
highest numbers, although they make up less percentage of
the overall land than mid residential parcels—22% compared
to 29%, respectively. Though there are only six public facilities
parcels in the station area, most of these are the large parcels
along the right of way that currently house the Reseda station’s massive parking lots. Limited manufacturing lines the streets directly across
from these parking lots on Topham Street to the north and Oxnard Street to
the south.
Figure 5 Station area land use map

Calvert St.

Bessemer St.
Topham St.

Hatteras St.
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In-person site observation indicates that there is a relative mix of land uses overall
throughout the study area, but there is little to no mix of uses at the building scale.
Directly adjacent to the Orange Line station area is a large swath of land zoned for public
facilities and currently occupied by a large, open parking lot. Reseda Boulevard and the
Orange Line Busway divide the quarter-mile station area into four quadrants.
Single-family residential land use dominates the northeast quadrant, bounded by Besemer Street to the south and Reseda Boulevard to the west, with medium residential
abutting Reseda Boulevard and two general commercial parcels at the corner of the
quadrant nearest to the Orange Line station (the north and south sides of Besemer
Street at Reseda Boulevard).
The northwest quadrant, bounded by Reseda Boulevard to the East and Topham Street
to the south, is more mixed. Light manufacturing flanks the north side of Topham Street,
with a few general commercial parcels at the south side of the quadrant along Reseda
Boulevard. As it does on the street’s east side, mid-density commercial abuts Reseda
Boulevard west. Farther from the station along less trafficked roads is an assortment of
low density and very low density residential. Single-family homes on large lots proliferate here.
Mid-density residential makes up the majority of the southwest quadrant, bounded by
Oxnard Street to the north and Reseda Boulevard to the west, although Oxnard Street
has a mix of public facility zone (a sewer maintenance facility), general commercial and
light manufacturing along its south side.
The southeast quadrant’s land use somewhat mirrors that of the southwest quadrant;
general commercial occupies the southeast corner of Reseda Boulevard and Oxnard
Street, while light manufacturing dominates the area farther from the intersection. As
in the other quadrants, the urban fabric farther from the busway station area and away
from Reseda Boulevard is residential (in this case, mid-level residential).

Figure 6, Top Land use breakdown
for the 1/4-mile station area
[Pictured, This Page] The areas
directly adjacent to the site: Reseda
Boulevard, middle, and Oxnard Street,
bottom.
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[Pictured, Clockwise from Top Left] The area of single family homes in the
northeast quadrant, a Metro-owned parking lot directly adjacent to the station, the
Reseda Station’s westbound platform, and a example of a medium-density residential building that proliferates in the southern portions of the site.
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Density
The literature almost universally heralds the importance of high density in areas near
transit stations, and the Tarzana Crossing area displays a moderate level of density. A
physical site assessment revealed that two and three story apartment buildings—the
highest buildings in the study area—proliferate in areas to the south and along Reseda
Boulevard to the north. The area of least visible density occurs to the northeast of the
site, where single-family homes proliferate.
Data from the 2010 U.S. Census corroborates the initial site assessment that the area
is moderately dense for the Los Angeles area. According to the census, the overall
density of the City of Los Angeles is 12.64 persons per acre.34 The average density of the
453 acres within the study area is 26 persons per acre, so the area is denser than the
county as a whole.

Density

Depending on the block, density varies from zero persons per acre (for one block along
the right of way) to as many as 70 persons per acre. Because census figures tabulate
density according to residences, the areas directly adjacent to the Orange Line stop—not
currently zoned for residential use—show the lowest densities present in the study area.
Highest densities occur in the areas of multifamily residential use to the north of the
station area along the east side of Reseda Boulevard and south of Hatteras Street at the
farthest extent of the study area. The areas of single-family homes to the northeast and
northwest of the site that appeared to have the lowest density do indeed have some of
the lowest densities in the study area—around ten to fifteen persons per acre.

0 to 5 Persons/Acre
6 to 15 Persons/Acre

Mixed-Income Housing

16 to 25 Persons/Acre

Site visits showed that there seemed to be a mix of incomes present in the area at the
neighborhood scale; the mere presence of mid-sized single-family homes amidst relatively higher density apartment buildings indicates some discrepancy of income.

26 to 50 Persons/Acre
51 to 70 Persons/Acre

Figure 7, This Page Density comparison by persons per acre
Figure 8, Opposite Page Income breakdown across the site. Lighter
Green is lower income.
[Pictured, Opposite] One of the underutilized Metro-owned lots
adjacent to the Orange Line Busway
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The United States Census does not release block-level data on income, so determining
the precise location of Tarzana Crossing’s income across parcels or blocks is difficult.
However, the census does release data on income at the tract level and, since the
Tarzana Crossing site sits at the convergence of four census tracts, it is possible to get a
general sense of income differences among the site’s four main quadrants. The multifamily apartment-dominated quadrants to the south of the site have the lowest mean
household incomes—roughly $58,000 and $65,000—while the northern quadrants, of
which single family homes constitute large parts, report higher mean household incomes
of roughly $75,000 and $100,000. In a sense, Oxnard Street divides the community into
two sectors of higher and lower income households, and these sectors are each on an
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opposite side of the citywide mean household income of $73,038.1 Therefore, it is possible to say that there is a degree of mixed-income housing across the site.

Parking

$75,568

$58,290

$101,622

$65,427

Mean Household Income

While the presence of the parking theme in the literature indicates that parking policy
is important to transit-oriented development, the literature reviewed is unclear with
regards to what exactly the “right” parking policy is. Loukaitou-Sideris indicates the need
to “find a solution to the parking dilemma,” while the Urban Land Institute’s list merely
indicates to “get the parking right.”
Nevertheless, a few things can be gleaned from this study’s site assessment and analysis. The first is that the Reseda Stop’s park-and-ride lot, which constitutes the majority
of the county-owned land along the busway around the station area, is vastly underutilized. While more in-depth study should be done on the matter, two separate assessments of the three park-and-ride lots (to the southwest, southeast, and northeast of the
busway) showed that each lot was less than 50% full on two separate midweek occasions. Because the lot is intended for park-and-ride commuters during the workweek, it
is likely the lot is even less utilized on weekends and at night.
The second finding is that on-street parking is available throughout the station area, with
the exception of a few places directly adjacent to the busway parking lots where onstreet parking is not allowed (six total segments studied had no street parking whatsoever). Where on-street parking exists, its occupancy varies; it is vastly underutilized in
the neighborhood of single-family homes to the northeast and almost entirely occupied
among the mid-density apartments to the southwest of the station along Hatteras Street.

Natural Features/Open Space
Extensive site visits showed that there is no open space or natural features present
within any quarter-mile walk in any direction from the station. Additionally, land use
maps show no area zoned for open space, recreation, parks, or similar.
1

American Community Survey 2010
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[Pictured] An unshaded bus
bench leaves those waiting for
the bus without escape from
the sun.

Transit Infrastructure
Two sources from the literature suggest that making transit more appealing or a “great
idea” contribute to successful transit-oriented development. Site assessment revealed
that there were only two transit stops within the study area, aside from the Orange Line
stop. While the Orange Line stop offers seating and shelter for riders, the stop for the
connecting line—the 240/741—offers no overhead shelter for riders. To the south, there
is another stop for the 240/741, which has overhead shelter and seating for waiting
riders. While transit exists, there is nothing particular about the non-Orange Line stops
that makes them more appealing than any other bus stop. If anything, the connecting bus
stop next to the Orange Line is lacking because its users are without shelter.

Economic Viability
Two sources share the notion that transit in itself does not create economic viability
for new, transit-oriented development (ULI, Ohland). Development occurs as a result of
market conditions largely independent of the presence of transit and, as such, successful transit-oriented development produces a product that responds to current market
conditions. An initial site assessment of the area around the Orange Line Reseda Station
validates this claim that there has been little to no development around the station area
since the busway began service seven years ago.
In an effort to examine the feasibility of future development around the Orange Line, a
2010 Transit-Oriented Development Study Report for the Tarzana Crossing Station Area
completed by SCAG and the City of Los Angeles Department of Planning presented two
financial development schemes for two separate sites. One development option focused
on either a mixed-use development of 161,000 square feet or a wholly commercial/office development of 45,000 square feet for a parcel on the southeast corner of Oxnard
Street and Reseda Boulevard; the other option presented either a mixed-use development of 121,000 square feet or a light industrial development of 90,000 square feet
at the site of the former Unilab offices on Oxnard Street. All options produced positive
return on investment, with development margins ranging from 15.8% at the low end
to 103.49% at the high end. Internal rate of return on equity ranged from 6.26% at the
low end to 20.1% at the high end. The report declared that all proposed development
options were “financially viable and therefore potentially attractive to the private sector,”
although the scheme for the mixed-use development at the corner of Oxnard Street and
Reseda Boulevard had both the highest internal rate of return and development margin.
The report also declared that these figures demonstrate that creating new housing and
employment could have an impact on the area.2

Of course, these return measures are only a few of the measures of return presented
in the report. An interview with Mott Smith, owner of Civic Enterprise, a developer of
middle-income infill housing in the Los Angeles and San Fernando Valley areas, revealed
that he seeks high development margins for projects he develops, because risk—construction delays, problems getting entitlements, and so forth—will often mean the final
product achieves a smaller margin in the end:

2 Southern California Association of Governments. Tarzana Crossing Transit Oriented Development Study Final Report, 2010. 125-128

3
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If I’m underwriting something to a 20% margin, then my assumption is that 20%
of the money I make on that project is going to be profit, and the rest is going to
pay my costs. That means that if I’m wrong about revenues and my revenues are
10% lower, then I make a 10% margin. If I’m 20% lower, then I break even. So
that’s your cushion. Banks want to know that you’ve got that cushion…They want
to know that you can be significantly wrong about your project before they’re in a
position of losing money on the project.3
In other words, the higher the developer’s potential margin, the better chance he or she
will have of achieving a final product whose margin has fallen below 0%. However, Mr.
Mott Smith Interview
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Pro Forma Assumptions

Metro-Owned Parking Lot [This Report]

SCAG Report
Site 1

SCAG Report Site 2
[Unilab Site]

Smith noted that different developers look at different return measures, so it’s hard to
determine if a specific project is viable to any developer in particular, since developers’
return requirements can be so different.
When asked if the investment returns from the development schemes on the existing SCAG/LA Planning Department report meant anything to him, Mr. Smith declined
to comment. He did, however, say that the Reseda station area was undesirable for
his company to develop for two reasons. First, there were not any vacant lots, and his
company only focuses on developing new, ground-up construction. Second, land values
in that particular area of the San Fernando Valley were too low, he said, to create any
meaningful margin. He cited that the only thing he could think of that could change that
would be “development that would create its own weather,” or a large-scale project
that created a destination.4 He also cited that excessive parking requirements prevent
him from completing projects in some areas where it might otherwise be possible to
develop.5
As a complement to the existing pro forma analysis completed in the 2010 SCAG report,
this report compiled data to produce a sample pro forma for the parking lot directly
adjacent to the Reseda Station at the northeast corner of Reseda Boulevard and Oxnard
4

Mott Smith Interview

5

Mott Smith Interview

Global Assumptions
Gross Buildable Area (Sq Ft)
Land Price Per Square Foot
FAR
Exterior Circulation
Financing Assumptions
Debt Coverage Ratio
Interest Rate
Loan Term
Max Loan to Value Ratio
Building Assumptions
Parking Spaces
Development Costs/Sq. Ft.
Retail Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Commercial Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Residential Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Vacancy Rate (Retail & Commercial)
Vacancy Rate (Residential)
Retail Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Comm/Res Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Cap Rate

Number
72,450
$65
3
20%

Source
Zimas/Google Earth
Loopnet
LA City Planning
Standard Practice

1.2
7%
30 Years
70%

Standard Practice
Standard Practice
Standard Practice
Standard Practice

100%
$167
$2.06
$1.75 (Market), $2.70
$1.48
2.50%
5.00%
$0.50
$0.30
6%

50% of Existing
RS Means
Loopnet
Loopnet
Zillow
Standard Practice
Standard Practice
Standard Practice
Standard Practice
Estimate

Figure 9, Left Map of sites analyzed for development potential by SCAG and this report
Figure 10, Right Assumptions made for the pro forma analysis of the Metro-owned parking lot on
Oxnard Street

Street. Using a variety of common practice and location-specific data assumptions,
pro forma development projections were assembled for four potential development
programs: a two-story, market-rate retail and office development; a two-story retail
and office development with land cost removed as part of a public-private partnership; a two-story retail and residential development with land cost removed as part of a
public-private partnership; and a two-story retail and office development with land cost
removed as part of a public-private partnership and higher than market rate rents assumed.
The return measures (shown here) demonstrate a few key items. The first is that a
market-rate retail/office development program would not likely be viable given current
market conditions, since returns are so low—or even negative. The same is roughly true
for a market-rate retail/residential program, even with the cost of land removed as part
of a potential public-private partnership. (A wholly privately coordinated retail/residential
program, not shown here, would have even lower returns.) A market-rate retail/office
program with the cost of land removed as part of a public-private partnership is slightly
more viable, although likely not to the point that the development would see the light of
day. Of the four schemes created, only the retail/office scheme with the cost of land re-
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Figure 11, Right Return measures for the four
development schemes explored

Scheme
Commercial/Retail
Commercial/Retail - PPP
Residential/Retail - PPP
Commercial/Retail - PPP,
Higher Rents

Return Measure
Return on Equity
1.51%
2.71%
1.89%

Profit at Sale
-43.74%
1.18%
-29.27%

IRR (Sell @ 10 Yrs)
1.18%
7.68%
3.65%

7.95%

196.98%

21.22%

moved as part of a potential public-private partnership and higher than market rate rents
assumed generates numbers that a developer could potentially see as lucrative enough
to offset the risk involved with the project.
Essentially, this exercise shows that rents near Tarzana Crossing are simply not high
enough given the current market to produce a project that would be profitable for the
developer, unless the developer is able to offset development costs via financing incentives achieved via a public-private partnership or some other means (transit-oriented
development or low-income housing incentives, for example). It is worth noting, however, that higher rents are currently being sought by newer properties in the Tarzana
Crossing area. As of March 20th, 2012 one newly renovated “creative/loft” office space
at 18709 Topham Street—directly adjacent to the Orange Line right of way—is asking
$4.00 per square foot, which is more than twice as high as the area average of $1.75.
While it remains to be seen whether the landlord will receive this asking price, the fact
that the listing exists points to the effects new or properly marketed properties could
have on existing rents.

12a

Interviews with Tarzana Neighborhood Council members also indicated that development
is not out of the realm of possibility. Chairs of two of the council’s committees indicated
that over the past few years, more than one application has been filed for the redevelopment of the Unilab site (one of the development schemes proposed in the 2010 SCAG
report) on the south side of Oxnard Street, although these prior applications have been
rejected. One chair also indicated that there is another developer currently interested
in developing the Unilab site, although he or she does not currently own the property.
Because the property is currently vacant, the neighborhood sees this site as detrimental
to the quality of the neighborhood and thus there is little to no opposition to redevelopment on this site happening.6
6
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Interview with Tarzana Neighborhood Council representatives

12b
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Figure 12a, 12b & 13, Left and Right
Massing studies of a potential development
for the site of the Metro-owned parking lot at
Oxnard Street and Reseda Boulevard
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Figure 14 A neighborhood vision has developed with parcels currently zoned for commercial and manufacturing use
(within the dotted lines) turned to hybrid zoning, which allows for select commercial and manufacturing uses

Bessemer Street

Low Residential
Medium Residential
Light Manufacturing
General Commercial
Public Facilities
Orange Line Busway
Reseda Station Platforms
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Reseda Boulevard

Metro Orange Line Reseda
Station Land Use Map

Baird Avenue

Oxnard Street

“Alley in the Valley”

Topham Street
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Public-Private Partnerships

Unit of Analysis

The literature heralds the importance of entering into engagements with the private
sector in order to successfully realize TOD. There was no evidence of any agency, either
public or private, entering into a public-private partnership regarding land use within,
development of, or policy affecting the Tarzana Crossing site.

Land Use
Density
Mixed-Income Housing

Community Vision/Public Involvement
While neighborhood councils and the communities they represent can often be openly
hostile to new development, the community surrounding Tarzana Crossing has expressed an interest in seeing a degree of transformation for the area. As the 2010
SCAG/City of Los Angeles Planning Department report stated in its project summary,
at “the final presentation given on May 25, 2010, the public was supportive of proposals and eager to investigate implementation strategies. The challenge to any improvements at this point in time is the general lack of funding support as a result of economic
conditions, combined with the fact that the station area is not in a defined redevelopment
area.”7 Upon its presentation to the community, the writers of the 2010 report conducted
a community survey regarding the report’s design and development suggestions, with
“street/sidewalk improvements” and “new uses” receiving the warmest reception.
Respondents assigned 82% and 78% of total possible preference points to these two
categories, respectively.8
Currently, there is some degree of consensus with regards to a neighborhood vision. In
an interview, Joe Bernstein, the chair of the Tarzana Crossing Committee of the Tarzana
Neighborhood Council, indicated that in the distant past, most development proposals
had taken the form of multifamily residential infill projects within existing neighborhoods.
These ideas were generally rejected as a result of the community’s desire to preserve
the character of existing residential neighborhoods near the Reseda station. With this,
the discussion turned to the commercial and industrial properties directly surrounding
the Reseda station along Reseda Boulevard, Oxnard Street, and Topham Street. Many of
these properties seem underutilized from the outside; however, most units are leased
out and are home to various offices, shipping centers, storage facilities and postproduction facilities. Thus, the neighborhood has developed a vision advocating hybrid zoning,
a concept that would allow the coexistence of light manufacturing, commercial, and
retail uses, for these commercial and industrial parcels in the hopes that this change
will push the activity these buildings currently have onto the street and into the public
realm. The community sees neighborhood-serving retail and commercial uses exhibiting
7

2010 Tarzana Crossing Report

8

Interview with Tarzana Neighborhood Council representatives

Parking
Natural Features/Open Space
Transit Infrastructure
Economic Viability
Public-Private Partnerships
Community Vision

Finding
Manufacturing and commercial adjacent to
station; residential dispersed throughout
26 persons per acre; no residential density
near station area
Lower income households to the south;
higher income households to the north
Public parking lots underutilized; on-street
parking available everywhere but next to
transit station
Nonexistent
Present, but lacking shelter in places
Development currently unviable but could
change
Nonexistent
Established; favors retail and commercial
along Reseda Blvd., Oxnard St., and
Topham St., scaled to surrounding
neighborhoods

Figure 15 Summary of built environment findings

limited, respectful height and density, as acceptable within this hybrid zoning concept. As
Bernstein summarized, “We’re not pro-development, we’re not anti-development, we’re
pro-good projects, good land use.”9

Summary of Built Environment Analysis
The built environment is no doubt a vital part of a transit station’s connection to the community. Currently, the built form of Tarzana Crossing is visibly disconnected from the
Orange Line Stop that sits at its center. Large parking lots directly adjacent to the station,
buildings set back from the street, and inwardly focused land uses and structures add up
to a built environment that is not conducive to non-motorized forms of travel to and from
the station area, if at all. Beyond the purely physical, however, the enclosed chart summarizes built environment findings for the nine units of analysis. In all, the data demonstrates that the station area could best be described currently as a “fair” success, since
only “community vision” stood out as conducive to pedestrian-friendly built form.

42

Interview with Tarzana Neighborhood Council representatives
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Right of Way Units of Analyses
Identifying Pedestrian-Friendly Street Attributes
This study aggregated four built environment measurement tools—the Irvine-Minnesota
Inventory, the PEDS tool, the SPACES tool, and the St. Louis tool—in order to determine
which inventory items appear most frequently. The aims of these tools are to lay out the
universe of built environment items and characteristics that many have associated as
conducive to non-automotive means of travel so that researchers may further study the
relationship that each of these items has to walking, biking, or physical activity in general.
This study does not aim to identify correlational or causational links. Rather, it uses these
inventories as primary sources to identify the built environment items or characteristics
that current researchers most frequently propose as possible links to increased levels
of walking and biking. Items that appear most frequently are more likely to be elements
in a walking-conducive environment than those that do not appear frequently. Only built
environment characteristics that have a high frequency of appearance within these built
environment tools will be carried forward and used in the analysis of the study area.
The first step in aggregating the inventories involved coding each of the 213 built environment characteristics listed on the four inventories. Each item was categorized first as
existing within the public or private zone, then further categorized into applicable realm.
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In all, aggregation of the inventories produced fourteen thematic realms. Each of these
realms had between one and twenty distinct built environment characteristics to be
measured. Some of these items were common among all or most of the inventories;
others appeared in a few or only one inventory. For instance, the “Traffic Calming” realm
contained 20 individual items for consideration: traffic signals, width of road, and rumble
strips, to name a few. However, eight of these items did not appear on more than one
of the examined inventories, which suggests there is less widespread acceptance that
presence of such items has any link to a pedestrian-friendly environment. “Aggressive
drivers” and “flashing warning” sign only appear in the PEDS tool, for instance. On the
other hand, “traffic signals,” “traffic circle/roundabout” and “median/traffic island” appear on all four inventories studied, which indicates a higher level of acceptance of these
items as pieces of the built environment that encourage active forms of travel.
To make the final inventory, items had to appear on at least 75%, or three out of four, of
the inventories studied, or on 50% of the inventories studied if that realm had no other
qualifying individual items. Also at this time, some of the realms in this study’s inventory
dropped out entirely due to ambiguity in terminology. Those that made the cut appear in
the enclosed chart.
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Realm
Transit Infrastructure
Traffic Calming

Sidewalks

Parking
Nature
Maintenance

Lighting
Land Use
Crosswalks
Connections
Bike Infrastructure
Architecture/Site Design
Topography
Aesthetics

Characteristic
Bus stops with seating
Traffic signals
Traffic circle/roundabout
Median/traffic island
Speed bumps
Number of lanes
Posted speed limit
Paths/trails
Sidewalk-Street buffer
Bulbouts/extension(s)
Functional street trees
Complete sidewalks
Quantity of parking available
Natural Features and/or open space (lake,
field, etc)
Sidewalks maintained
Lack of litter
Lack of graffiti
Lighting, General
Land Use
Crosswalks where pedestrians intended to
cross
Lack of barriers
Sidewalks connect to other
paths/corridors/walkways
Bike Lanes (Lines)
Bike Racks/Parking
Driveways - size, placement, abundance
Hilliness
Freeway Underpass/Overpass

I-M

PEDS

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

SPACES

St. Louis

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

Total
2
4
4
4
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
2

x

2

x
x
x
x
x

4
3
3
4
4

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

3
3
4
3
3

2
x

x

4

Figure 16 Active travel literature chart
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Data Analysis
With regards to features within the right of way that can contribute to levels of active walking and biking, the literature had the highest levels of agreement for the following categories
of items: traffic calming, sidewalks, maintenance, lighting, crosswalks, bicycle infrastructure, driveways, topography, and freeway barriers. As it was with the built environment component, this study’s data collection and analysis has been organized along these categories of performance in order to best assess the extent to which the condition of the right of ways
surrounding Tarzana Crossing are conducive to biking and walking.

Traffic Calming
In all, the Tarzana Crossing station area exhibits little to no sign of traffic calming measures—that is, interventions within the right of way intended to slow traffic, thereby increasing
safety for pedestrians. Items measured in this category of physical items—derived from the aggregation of walking environment measurement tools—include traffic signals, traffic circles or roundabouts, traffic islands or medians, speed bumps, and speed limits. There are no traffic circles, roundabouts, medians, or traffic islands currently existing in the station area,
and speed bumps are all but absent, with the exception of a few along Calvert Street, north of the Reseda station. The only traffic signals in the study area are along Reseda Boulevard,
and the only posted speed limits are along Reseda Boulevard. All signs indicate 35 miles per hour as the maximum speed.

[Pictured] Landscaped curb extensions provide traffic calming at another site, left, while lack of street parking and narrow sidewalks create a poor pedestrian experience at Tarzana
Crossing. Left photo credit Paul Krueger via Flickr. http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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Sidewalks
In general, the sidewalks around the station area are complete, although the extent to
which they provide a pleasant walking experience varies. Within the sidewalk realm, a
number of items were measured: the presence of dedicated walking paths or trails; the
quality of buffer space between the walking zone of the sidewalk and the street; the
presence of curb extensions; the quality of street tree canopy; and the quality of sidewalk
completeness, which equates with extent to which it is possible to continuously walk on
a sidewalk without having to walk in the street (at somewhere aside from a crossing) or
unpaved area.
When the Orange Line was finished in 2005, a new walking and biking path was opened
up alongside it. Today, this path is perhaps the feature that contributes most to the area’s

pedestrian friendliness. At site visits, numerous bikers and walkers were observed using
the trail. However, this path only is accessible from the small area near the station, and
more could be done to increase connectivity to it.
The space between people using the sidewalk and cars—referred to here as a “buffer
zone”—varies around the site. Of the 21 segments studied, there is an even distribution
of sidewalk buffer quality. Five segments have “poor” sidewalk buffers; five have “fair”
sidewalk buffers; two have “good” sidewalk buffers; six have “excellent” sidewalk buffers; and three have no sidewalk (because they are alleys with no sidewalk buffer). In
general, the areas with the most space between people and cars are in the single family
residential area to the northeast of the site, where a roughly five-foot sidewalk typically
has a landscaping zone of five or six feet between it and the street. The segments of

Reseda Station
Calvert Street

Bessemer Street
Topham Street
Orange Line Busway

“Alley in the Valley”

Reseda Boulevard

Baird Avenue

Oxnard Street

Hatteras Street

Size of Zone Between People and Cars
No Buffer
Poor Buffer
Fair Buffer
Good Buffer

Figure 17, Left The data shows small spaces between peoplea and cars in most areas of the site.
[Pictured, Above] An example of a poor sidewalk buffer at Tarzana Crossing (left); a furniture zone, parked cars, and
landscaping shields pedestrians from autos in West Los Angeles (right).

Excellent Buffer
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Oxnard Street and Reseda Boulevard most near the Orange Line station actually have
some of the least space between people and traveling cars of anywhere in the site. This
is particularly unsettling to the pedestrian because cars are traveling fastest on these
main roads.
With regards to the other characteristics measured, there are no visibly widened
sidewalks or curb extensions anywhere on the site. Additionally, street tree canopy is
generally incomplete: nine segments have no or “poor” street tree coverage; six have
“fair” coverage; one has “good” coverage; five have “excellent” coverage. Most of the
streets with the most complete street tree coverage occur at the northeast of the site
in the enclave of single-family homes. Of the 21 segments, 14 have “excellent” sidewalk
completeness; one segment has “very poor” completeness; three have no sidewalks at
all (because they are alleys).
Figures 18, 19, 20, Below Data showing street tree coverage, sidewalk completeness, and overall sidewalk quality scores across the site.
[Pictured] Residential areas to the northeast of the site demonstrated best
sidewalk performance overall.

Reseda Station

Reseda Station

Bessemer Street

Topham Street

Sidewalk Completeness *

Reseda Boulevard

Hatteras Street

Sidewalk Quality Score*

None

No Sidewalk

Very Poor [0 Points or Fewer]

Poor

Poor

Poor [0-5 Points]

Fair

Fair

Fair [6-8 Points]

Good

Good

Good [9-10 Points]

Excellent

Excellent

*Alleys do not require sidewalks. Thus, alleys appear as red for “No Sidewalk”
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Oxnard Street

Hatteras Street

Hatteras Street

Street Trees

Orange Line Busway

Baird Avenue

Reseda Boulevard

Oxnard Street
Baird Avenue

“Alley in the Valley”

Reseda Boulevard

Baird Avenue

Oxnard Street

Bessemer Street

Topham Street

Orange Line Busway

Orange Line Busway

“Alley in the Valley”

Bessemer Street

Topham Street

Calvert Street

“Alley in the Valley”

Calvert Street

Calvert Street

Reseda Station

Excellent [11-12 Points]

* Sidewalk Quality Score is the aggregation of score for presence of paths/trails, sidewalk buffer quality,
presence of curb extensions, street tree coverage, and sidewalk completeness. For characteristics
rated qualitatively, points were assigned as such: None (0 Points); Poor (1 Point); Fair (2 Points); Good
(3 Points); Excellent (4 Points). Qualities observed as simply existent or nonexistent were assigned as
such: Yes (1 Point); No (0 Points). See Appendix B.
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Maintenance
The physical site survey collected data regarding three characteristics relating to
maintenance: level of sidewalk disrepair, amount of litter present, and amount of graffiti
present. In general, the data shows that the areas with the lowest levels of maintenance
are directly adjacent to the Orange Line station and in the alleys to the south of Oxnard
Street. Of the nineteen segments measured with a sidewalk, three are in poor condition,
ten are in fair condition, four are in good condition, and two are in excellent condition.
The areas with the highest levels of sidewalk disrepair appear along Reseda Boulevard
and along Baird Avenue, a street that becomes an alley, to the east side of the site. For
the most part, alleys did not score well since they generally did not have a sidewalk and
walking along them usually involved walking in poorly maintained roadways.

Reseda Station
Calvert Street

Bessemer Street
Topham Street
Orange Line Busway

“Alley in the Valley”

Oxnard Street
Baird Avenue

Litter is found at generally high levels throughout the site but tends to appear most
frequently in alleys and along main roads. Only two segments have visible graffiti of any
kind at the time of the site survey. Oxnard Street west of Reseda Boulevard has low
levels of graffiti; the Baird Avenue street/alley has high levels.

Reseda Boulevard

Figure 21 Measurements for sidewalk disrepair, amount of litter, and graffiti across
the site.
[Pictured] An example of a sidewalk in disrepair

Hatteras Street

Maintenance
Level of Sidewalk Disrepair
Amount of Litter
Amount of Graffiti
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Reseda Station
Calvert Street

Bessemer Street
Topham Street
Orange Line Busway

Reseda Boulevard

Baird Avenue

“Alley in the Valley”

Oxnard Street

Lighting
Street lighting fixtures exist most frequently along Reseda Boulevard and Oxnard Street,
as well as along some of the alleys east of Reseda behind commercial and industrial
buildings. The residential area to the northeast, as well as the Baird Avenue alley and
the block of very low residential zoning to the northwest, has little to no street lighting in
place. In general, residential areas have poorer lighting than do the larger boulevards.

Figure 22, Above Right Street lighting coverage across the site
[Pictured] A street light stands alone
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Lighting
Poor
Fair
Good
Excellent

Hatteras Street
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Crosswalks
Crosswalks generally exist to facilitate safe crossing from sidewalk to sidewalk, especially at main roads. Just north of the Orange Line station, crosswalks facilitating passage
across the wide Reseda Boulevard are missing. Crosswalks are also largely missing
from alleys—understandably, perhaps—and from streets with low residential zoning.

Reseda Station
Calvert Street

Bessemer Street
Topham Street

Orange Line Busway

Reseda Boulevard

Baird Avenue

“Alley in the Valley”

Oxnard Street

Hatteras Street

Figure 23, Left Crosswalks exist in highest frequency on major roads
[Pictured] But crosswalks are missing from some intersections

Crosswalks
None
Poor
Fair
Good
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Bike Infrastructure
Aside from the bike trail skirting the Orange Line busway, the only pieces of visible bike
infrastructure in the right of way are the bike lanes that run up Reseda Boulevard and
the bike racks, which sit directly next to the Orange Line bus stop as well as in front of
commercial buildings just north of the busway on either side of Reseda Boulevard.

Driveways
Interestingly, the only proliferating item categorized under architectural or building scale
attributes that the literature indicated could positively or negatively affect the pedestrian
experience was the number of driveways present. Within the quarter-mile station area,
driveways are concentrated highest in the low-density residential neighborhood to the
northeast and in front of the industrial buildings on the north side of Topham Street.

Topography
Although the literature pointed to topography as an important factor in influencing the
pedestrian environment, there are no hills to speak of within the study area. A slight
grade may exist, but this does not affect the pedestrian environment significantly, if at all.

Freeways
The literature indicates the presence of freeway underpasses and overpasses as potentially influencing the pedestrian environment. Although the 101 Freeway runs to the south
of the site, it does not fall within the area of study and thus does not significantly affect
the pedestrian environment of the site.

[Pictured] Bicycle lanes on Reseda Boulevard and driveways along
Topham Street across from the Orange Line stop
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Summary of Right of Way Analysis
Below is a summary of the right-of-way analysis findings. In general, the rights of way
surrounding the Tarzana Crossing station area exhibit some degree of pedestrian friendliness. Out of a total of 45 “walk points” possible for the nine units of analysis, the station
area received 28 points. The area was particularly lacking in traffic calming, sidewalk,
and crosswalk characteristics that could contribute to an active transportation environment.

Traffic Calming

None
Complete, but often lacking connections and
buffers
Some litter throughout site; graffiti only in a
few locations
Most present along larger streets and alleys
Missing from some intersections
Class I bike path present; also Class II lanes
on Reseda Blvd.
Concentrated highest in residential areas and
Topham Street
Flat
Nonexistent

Sidewalks
Maintenance
Lighting
Crosswalks
Bicycle Infrastructure
Driveways
Topography
Freeway Barriers

Figure 24, Above Summary of findings related to the analysis of the right of way
Figure 25, Right Total pedestrian amenity score for all segments across the site

Orange Line Busway
Oxnard Street
“Alley in the Valley”

Finding

Bessemer Street
Topham Street

Reseda Boulevard

Realm

Calvert Street

Baird Avenue

For the purposes of better analyzing conditions across the site, all units of the right of
way analysis were aggregated by block into a master index. The formula for the index involved assigning points to each block for each of the units of analysis within each realm.
For instance, within the “Maintenance” realm, points were assigned for each segment
based on each of the incorporated units: “sidewalks,” “litter,” and “graffiti.” The index
derived a number of “classes” of blocks, based on their overall pedestrian friendly characteristics. Interestingly, these classes roughly corresponded with qualitative, typological
assessments of blocks: alleys, main collector or arterial roads, multifamily residential
streets, and single-family residential streets. Alleys generally received the least number
of points, followed by collector or arterial roads, multifamily residential streets, and finally
single-family residential streets.

Reseda Station

Hatteras Street

Pedestrian Amenity Score*
0 to 4
5 to 10
11 to 14
15 to 16
16 to 20
* Pedestrian Amenity Score is the aggregation of measured site characteristics within 13 realms: Transit, Traffic Calming, Sidewalks,
Parking, Nature, Maintenance, Lighting, Land Use, Crosswalks, Connections, Bike Infrastructure, Topography, and Aesthetics. For characteristics rated qualitatively, points were assigned as such: None (0 Points); Poor (1 Point); Fair (2 Points); Good (3 Points); Excellent
(4 Points). Qualities observed as simply existent or nonexistent were assigned as such: Yes (1 Point); No (0 Points). All realms were
incorporated, with the exception of driveways, since the presence of extremely large numbers of driveways on some blocks weighted this
realm disproportionately. See Appendix B.
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Typological Analysis and Projections
The right of way analysis derived four main “classes” of blocks, which each demonstrate fundamentally different levels of service to pedestrians and bicyclists
across the site. These classes are used here typologically to describe the present conditions of the site. In doing so, it is possible to visualize the site’s potential to
better adapt to the needs of active travelers.
Most importantly, these are projections. They are schematical in make-up because they present an as-yet undetermined future. Thus, it will be largely up to
Tarzana Crossing stakeholders to work through the specifics of bringing to fruition pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly built form and alterations to the right of way
in the vicinity of the site. As is often the case in the planning process, realization of a vision is not perfectly clear-cut or prescriptive in nature. However, there are
a number of things the City of Los Angeles Urban Design Studio can do in the present and near future to contribute to achieving these projections. These steps
will follow in the “Recommendations” section of the report.
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Typology Map

Mid-Density Residential
Lower Connectivity Performance

Boulevard
Higher Connectivity Performance

Single Family Residential
Highest Connectivity Performance

Alley
Lowest Connectivity Performance

Figure 26
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Alley
Typology 1
Pedestrian Amenity Score Range: 0 to 4
Traffic Calming: No traffic calming measures are
typically visible in this typology.
Sidewalk Condition: Sidewalk conditions do not exist
or do not apply, since there is no sidewalk. Pedestrians
access building frontages and entrances in the same
space that cars occupy.
Bicycle Infrastructure: No bicycle infrastructure is
present.
Maintenance: High levels of litter, although maintenance of sidewalk is not an issue since there is no
sidewalk present. Graffiti levels are highest for all
typologies.
Lighting: Lighting ranges from poor to excellent,
depending on location.

Alley

Existing

30-Year Projection
• In-alley parking moved to underutilized lots, allowing
for the creation of shared-use space between buildings
• Hybrid zoning allows addition of housing/office space
above retail at a scale sensitive to the surrounding
neighborhood
• Dumpsters/trash receptacles hidden away from
pedestrian realm
• Business improvement district allows clean-up of
litter and graffiti
• Additional lighting enhances feeling of safety

30-Year
Projection
Figure 27
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Boulevard
Typology 2
Pedestrian Amenity Score Range: 5 to 10
Traffic Calming: No traffic calming measures are
typically visible in this typology.
Sidewalk Condition: Sidewalks are generally
complete, although there is usually a poor buffer
between cars, which are frequently traveling fast,
and pedestrians using the sidewalk. Some street
trees exist, although the canopy they create is
sparse and incomplete.
Bicycle Infrastructure: Bicycle lanes exist on
Reseda Boulevard, and a few bike racks exist.
Maintenance: Moderate levels of litter exist, sidewalk quality is fair, and graffiti is spares.
Lighting: Fair to good, depending on location.

Boulevard

Existing

30-Year Projection
• Addition of street parking creates buffer between
moving cars and people, creates place for relocation of some busway station parking spaces moved
when parcel developed
• Bulbouts/curb extensions create additional buffer between moving cars and people, shorten the
distance to cross the street
• Street medians make street seem narrower
• Crosswalk additions where there are large distances between crossings
• Street trees planted to create consistent, mature
canopy
• Bike lanes added where they fall in line with
master bike plan
• Metro parking lots developed in accordance with
Urban Design Studio design guidelines and neighborhood vision
• Addition of lighting enhances feeling of safety

30-Year
Projection

Figure 28
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Mid-Density Residential
Typology 3
Pedestrian Amenity Score Range: 11 to 14
Traffic Calming: No traffic calming measures visible, with
the exception of speed bumps on one segment.
Sidewalk Condition: Sidewalks can be complete, although
some segments have no sidewalks at all. Street tree coverage
is good.
Bicycle Infrastructure: No bicycle infrastructure present.
Maintenance: Very low levels of litter and graffiti.
Lighting: Poor. No streetlights on some segments.

Existing

30-Year Projection
• Completion of missing sidewalks
• Addition of lighting enhances feeling of safety
• Street trees planted to create consistent, mature canopy
• Bicycle signage added where applicable

Mid-Density Residential

30-Year
Projection
Figure 29
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Single-Family Residential
Typology 4
Pedestrian Amenity Score Range: 15 to 20
Traffic Calming: No traffic calming measures visible.
Sidewalk Condition: Sidewalks are complete throughout and
exhibit large buffers between pedestrian and car space. Street
trees are common, although a full canopy does not exist on every
street.
Bicycle Infrastructure: No bicycle infrastructure present.
Maintenance: Very low levels of litter and graffiti.
Lighting: Poor. Most segments have no streetlights present.

Existing

30-Year Projection
• Street trees planted to create consistent, mature canopy

Single-Family Residental

30-Year
Projection

Figure 30
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Implementation of Pedestrian-Friendly Alterations to the Right of Way
The methodology employed by this report dictated a focus on a theoretical set of design
interventions and their applicability to the site. Admittedly—and unlike the built environment case study—the study of physical inventories produced no data with regards to
the actual implementation of pedestrian friendly improvements within the bureaucratic
and legislative frameworks of the City and County of Los Angeles. Therefore, this report
also conducted an interview with Deborah Murphy, the head of L.A. Walks, an advocacy
group aimed at increasing levels of walking in Los Angeles, and a longtime city employee
who now works as an independent urban designer, in order to collect data regarding the
city’s current structural framework.

Figure 31 Funding opportunities for projects in the right
of way

Pedestrian Funding
Opportunity
Safe Routes to School

Metro Call for Projects

Measure R
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According to Ms. Murphy, there is no current overarching framework or program that
guides improvements to the pedestrian or biking realm. There are, however, currently
three main avenues for obtaining funding for pedestrian- or bicycle-related alterations
to the physical environment existing within the City or County of Los Angeles. These
opportunities include state and federal Safe Routes to School funding, Call for Projects
funding provided by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, and
money from Measure R, also administered by the LACMTA (Metro). These avenues and
the criteria that generally govern their funding disbursements are listed below. The data
in the chart indicate that obtaining funding for any projects devoted to altering the right
of way for pedestrian aims is dubious, at least under the current climate.

Government Level

Program Criteria

Project within 1/4 mile of school, 75% of
students at school on free lunch program,
demonstrate high levels of walking to/from
State and Federal
school already, no improvements for drivers
unless safety issue present
Council office interest; DOT or Bureau of
County (Los Angeles County MTA)
Street Services agreement with council
Funding opportunity currently has no system
based on need or safety issues; overall
pedestrian plan currently being established
County (Los Angeles County MTA) with Safe Routes to School criteria
prioritization; bike improvements need to be in
city bike plan; potential for future system
based on pedestrian traffic counts
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Findings Summary

Recommendations

Analysis shows that the interplay between the conditions of the built environment and
the rights of way in the Reseda Station area are complex. Both the rights of way and
the built environment of the areas directly surrounding the station—for the most part,
the areas zoned for commercial or light industrial use along Reseda Boulevard, Oxnard
Street, and Topham Street—are not conducive to promoting active forms of travel to,
from, or around the station area. Elsewhere, the data varies. In the areas to the northeast and northwest of the site, where single-family and multifamily housing dominates,
the right of way is more conducive to walking, while the built form is frequently less so.
In these areas, however, the community is opposed to physical alteration of the site, and
so large-scale transformation of the built environment is unlikely in these areas, although
streetscape improvements may see favor. On the whole, the community is cautiously
supportive of respectful changes to the fabric of the built environment and the right of
way in the commercial and industrial areas directly adjacent to the station.

The preceding findings inform the following six recommendations, which the Los
Angeles Urban Design Studio, elected officials, the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, and
property owners should consider if they wish to contribute to a more pedestrian-friendly
public realm near the Orange Line station at Reseda Boulevard and Oxnard Street. Recommendations have been crafted with attention to the real-world constraints currently
affecting both the Los Angeles Urban Design Studio and the Tarzana Crossing neighborhood itself, and thus include not only recommendations and justifications for action but
also pragmatic suggestions for implementation of these actions.

This study’s initial hypothesis proposed that the most feasible way to alter the non-motorized travel environment around the Orange Line Reseda Stop would involve introducing small-scale interventions to the sidewalk and roadway throughout the quarter-mile
station area. However, analysis of the data indicates that city and county mechanisms for
funding such improvements are scarce, difficult to navigate, and perhaps harder to use
to achieve any real-life streetscape interventions. Alternatively—and contrary to the initial
hypothesis—the built environment analysis indicated that there is some likelihood—if not
more likelihood—of seeing large-scale private investment in the station area in the foreseeable future, which could result in significant changes to both the built environment
and, as a consequence, the sidewalks and roads that make up the rights of way around
these buildings.

Justification

Recommendation 1
Commission a comprehensive design guidelines document that will articulate the
community’s desired form of changes to the built environment.

As developer interest in the site continues to evolve, it is increasingly possible that some
form of development will occur—most likely at the now-vacant Unilab site. It is clear that
a community vision has formed for the Tarzana Crossing area. A comprehensive design
guidelines document will convey to the developer of this site, as well as potential other
developers of the area, this vision and will help produce a new built form that is agreeable to both the developer and the community. This document will become even more invaluable if the initial development in the area succeeds in spurring additional investment
in and development of other nearby parcels—including the Metro-owned parking lots and
the lot at the southeast corner of Oxnard Street and Reseda Boulevard, which was the
subject of a pro forma analysis in the 2010 SCAG study. Furthermore, it could become
the basis for an eventual design overlay for the area.
Implementation
With the city currently economically strapped, finding the funding for producing a design
guidelines document may prove difficult. However, interviews with neighborhood council
members showed that funding for the initial 2010 SCAG study came from a successful utilization of earlier academic site studies done by a UCLA Extension landscape
architecture class and a Cal State University, Northridge urban planning class in 2008
and 2006, respectively. With the support of elected officials, property owners, and the
neighborhood council, the Urban Design Studio should use this report and its findings as
a substantial component of applications to appropriate grant-making agencies that could
fund a full design guidelines document.
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Recommendation 2

Recommendation 3

Incorporate into the design guidelines document the elements of right-of-way
design that appeared most frequently in the literature.

In coordination with the Tarzana Neighborhood Council, pursue the creation of
policy mechanisms such as a General Plan Amendment, a TOD overlay, a design
overlay or the introduction of hybrid zoning to facilitate respectful, pedestrianfriendly renovation or redevelopment of commercially and industrially zoned sites
adjacent to the Orange Line station and the public right of way.

Justification
The literature produced a number of academic inventories that have been put forth
as “master lists” of all physical items for further study that could potentially contribute
to increased biking, walking, or other forms of active travel. However, these lists vary
significantly from author to author, and there is only some degree of overlap of items
among sources. This report documented the extent of this overlap, and a design guideline document should reflect the findings by emphasizing those items that appeared most
frequently.
Implementation
Implementing this effort is a simple exercise in communication. When and if funding is
granted and a design guideline document is undertaken, the following items should be
addressed:
Transit: Bus stop presence, seating, and shelter
Traffic Calming: Traffic signals, roundabouts, medians, speed bumps, lanes, speed
limit
Sidewalks: Paths/trails, buffers, curb extensions, street trees, completeness
Parking: Street parking
Nature: Open Space
Maintenance: Condition of sidewalks, litter, graffiti
Lighting: General presence
Crosswalks: Presence at crossings
Bike Infrastructure: Bike lanes, bike racks
Architecture: Driveways
Topography: Hilliness
Barriers: Presence of freeways
Design should be directed in ways that improve the non-motorized experience for all of
these items.
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Justification
Interviews and pro forma analyses indicate that economics currently hamper the community’s vision for redevelopment around Tarzana Crossing. Low rents and high construction costs contribute to this, but financial incentives better the bottom line for those
considering developing a particular parcel. Right now the neighborhood desires uses that
would cost developers more money than what they can build by-right. If regulations are
changed to allow neighborhood-desired uses, development in line with the community
vision will become more feasible.
Implementation
As was recommended for the design guidelines document, utilize this preliminary report
as a substantial component justifying the need for funding that will result in a General
Plan Amendment, TOD overlay, design overlay, or application of a hybrid zoning concept.
Work with the Tarzana Neighborhood Council as was done in the creation of the 2010
SCAG study.

Recommendation 4
Complete a comprehensive pedestrian count of the area surrounding the Orange
Line Reseda Stop and, if possible, at other stops along the Orange Line.
Justification
An interview with Deborah Murphy, an expert with years of experience working with
the city on urban design issues, indicated that municipal agencies generally need to see
comprehensive pedestrian counts and statistics—similar to those commonly compiled
for automobile traffic—in order to go forward with funding pedestrian improvements to
areas.
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Implementation
There are two ways to implement this item. If funding is available, this could become a
task for a planner or designer already on staff with the Urban Design Studio. However,
given the City’s current economic realities and because this task is appropriately sized
for student effort, this measure could become a future applied planning research project
in conjunction with the Urban Design Studio and neighborhood council.

Recommendation 5
Lobby the applicable Los Angeles City Council Office to request changes to policy
documents for modified street standards and right-of-way design improvements,
funded under Metro Call for Projects, to the roadway and sidewalk near the intersection of Oxnard Street and Reseda Boulevard.

Recommendation 6
Consider incremental change as a means of realizing pedestrian- and bicyclefriendly improvements to the right of way.
Justification
Just as major changes to the built fabric of a place can happen slowly over time as the
result of an aggregation of smaller changes to buildings and parcels, so can significant
changes to the right of way occur via accretion over time. While Recommendation 5 details a course of action for the implementation of a comprehensive set of street improvements over a potentially long period of time, changes to the public realm around Tarzana
Crossing could likely occur soon if small-scale interventions, such as those urban designer John Chase details in his essay, “The Giant Revolving (Winking) Chicken Head and
the Doggie Drinking Fountain: Making Small Distinctive Public Spaces on Private Land by
Using Commonplace Objects,” are emphasized10

Justification
Implementation
In-depth analysis of the built environment and the rights of way surrounding Tarzana
Crossing indicated that this area is most in need of physical improvements to facilitate
non-motorized travel to, from, and around the Orange Line station. The street segments
adjacent to this intersection performed the most poorly with regard to lighting, maintenance, presence of street parking, sidewalk buffer, presence of street trees and, perhaps
most importantly, overall pedestrian amenities. This finding is especially concerning
given that these segments are the closest to those boarding and alighting the Orange
Line at the Reseda Station. Additionally, the neighborhood sees redevelopment or street
improvements in this area favorably. Qualitatively, traffic volumes are low for such a
wide roadway, so a road diet would be possible here.

Commission a study of locations within the station area that could see pedestrian- and
bicycle-friendly improvements in the near future and at minimal cost. Communicate with
Los Angeles city departments that contributed to the realization of Sunset Triangle Park,
a recently completed plaza created from excess public right-of-way space, to incorporate best practices into future efforts.

Recommendation 7
Apply the findings of this study to future planning efforts for similar suburban
station areas along the Orange Line.

Implementation
Justification
Among the three mechanisms currently available to fund Los Angeles-area bicycle and
pedestrian interventions, only Metro Call for Projects would apply to the site, since this
intersection is farther than one quarter of a mile from any school (Safe Routes to School
criteria), and Measure R’s criteria for selection of projects are nebulous at this point.
Therefore, if the Los Angeles Urban Design Studio, elected officials, the neighborhood
council, or property owners wish to see change take place, lobbying departments within
the City and County is the only actionable measure to take right now. As Measure R
funding mechanisms become clearer, this recommendation is likely to change.

The Reseda stop and its environs do not exist in a vacuum. Many of the factors at play
around the stop may apply to other stations, especially those in close proximity elsewhere on the Orange Line. Interviews with neighborhood council members garnered
that design lessons learned in the initial planning of the Reseda station during the early
2000s have influenced the design of the Canoga station on the same line.
10 Chase, John. “The Giant Revolving (Winking) Chicken Head and the Doggie Drinking Fountain:
Making Small Distinctive Public Spaces on Private Land by Using Commonplace Objects” in Everyday Urbanism. New York: The Monacelli Press, 1999. 110-119
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Implementation
Implementing this recommendation involves absorbing the major finding of this report.
Altering the physical environment to a form conducive to non-motorized forms of travel
works at two scales: the scale of the right-of-way, which encompasses the road and
the sidewalk, and the scale of the built environment, which is the space between the
rights of way. In the case of the Orange Line Reseda station, altering the fabric of the
built environment via private development seems to be increasingly possible, although
there seems to be finite room for both small-scale and large-scale right of way improvements as well if the Urban Design Studio, elected officials, the neighborhood council,
and property owners can successfully navigate City and County departments to prioritize
this area. Stakeholders will need to examine other areas with precision similar to that
executed here to determine the best ways to increase non-motorized connectivity at additional transit stops and other sites.
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Figure 32 Metro Orange Line fixed guideway bus rapid transit line shown with its
original segment (North Hollywood to Warner
Center) and its new extension (Canoga to
Chatsworth), slated to open this summer
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Appendix A.1 | TOD Literature
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Appendix B | Physical Environment Tool & Measurements
Transit

Realm
Transit Infrastructure Score __ /3
Are bus stops present? ______________
Do they offer seating? ______________
Do they offer shelter? ______________
Traffic Calming Score: ____/6
Traffic signals? ______________
Traffic circle/ roundabout? ___________
Median/Traffic Island? ______________
Speed bumps? ______________
Number of lanes? ______________
Posted speed limit? ______________
Sidewalks Score: ___/5
Paths/trails? ______________
Sidewalk/street buffer? ______________
Bulbouts/extensions? ______________
Street trees? ______________
Complete sidewalks? ______________
Parking Score: ___/1
Quantity parking available ______________
Natural Features Score: ___/1
Presence of open fields, space, etc _____________
Maintenance Score: ___/3
Sidewalks maintained?___________________
Lack of litter ________________________
Lack of graffiti ________________________
Lighting Score: ___/1
Presence of lighting, general? ____________
Land Use: ___/1
Land Use, General? _________________
Crosswalks: ___/1
Crosswalks where peds should cross? _____
____________________________________
Connections: ___/2
Lack of barriers __________________
Sidewalks connect __________________
Bike Infrastructure: ___/2
Bike Lanes ______________
Bike Racks ______________
Architecture/Site Design: ___/1
Driveways ___________________________
Topography: ___/1
Hilliness ______________________________
Aesthetics: ___/1
Freeway Underpass/Overpass ________________
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Appendix B.2 | Metro Orange Line Ridership by Station, April 2011
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Appendix C | Pro Forma Analyses
Tarzana Crossing Pro Forma | Retail + Commercial Scheme 2 (No Land Cost)

Tarzana Crossing Pro Forma | Retail + Commercial Scheme 1
Global Assumptions
Parcel Size/Square Ft
Acq Price/Square Ft
Total Land Cost
FAR
Max Buildable Area
Height (# of Stories)
Exterior Circulation (% of parcel)

72,450
$65
$4,678,092
3
217,350
3
20%

Retail Assumptions (1st Floor)
Retail Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Retail GBA
Retail Footprint
Retail Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Retail
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)
Retail Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

35%
5%

Retail Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Retail Income

1.15%

$2.06
$0.50
90%
2.5%

Commercial Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Commercial Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate

$1.75
$0.30
90%
2.5%

Retail Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Retail Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate Non-Major Only

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$2,339,046
$11,311,219

Commercial Development Costs
Commercial Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Commercial Development Costs

50
350

35%
5%

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$2,339,046
$11,311,219

($189,000)
($45,000)
($25,000)
(130,079)
($389,079)
$720,305

Feasibility Analysis 1: Using Debt Coverage Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow
Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$1,754,347
($702,558)
$1,051,789
($876,490)
$175,298

$10,978,596
$11,643,841
1.51%
4.65%
-43.74%
-22.51%

Uses
$10,978,596 Acquisition
$11,643,841 Construction/Soft Costs
Contingency
$22,622,437 Total

$2,339,046
$8,544,926
$2,339,046
$13,223,019

72,450
36,225
36,225
31,500
17,500

Commercial Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Commercial Operating Expenses
Commercial Net Operating Income

$661,500
($16,538)
$282,131
$644,963

1.15%

($113,400)
($45,000)
($25,000)
($130,079)
($313,479)
$331,483

Retail Development Costs
Retail Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Retail Development Costs

35%
5%

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$1,754,347
($702,558)
$1,051,789
($979,661)
$72,128

$12,270,867
$10,351,571
0.70%
4.65%
-49.20%
-22.51%

1.15%

72,450
36,225
36,225
31,500
17,500
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)

50
350

Commercial Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

$167
$16

$2.06
$0.50
90%
2.5%

Commercial Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Commercial Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate

$1.75
$0.30
90%
2.5%

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$0
$8,972,173

Commercial Development Costs
Commercial Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Commercial Development Costs

35%
5%

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$0
$8,972,173

($189,000)
($45,000)
($25,000)
(103,180)
($362,180)
$722,995

Commercial Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Commercial Income
Commercial Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Commercial Operating Expenses
Commercial Net Operating Income

$661,500
($16,538)
$257,922
$644,963

1.15%

($113,400)
($45,000)
($25,000)
($103,180)
($286,580)
$358,383

$1,081,378
6.00%
$18,022,959
$78,613

Feasibility Analysis 1: Using Debt Coverage Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow
Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

Total

Commercial Assumptions (Floors 2 & 3)
Comm Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Commercial GBA
Commercial Footprint
Commercial Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Commercial

$167
$16

$778,680
($19,467)
$325,962
$1,085,175

Retail Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Retail Operating Expenses
Retail Net Operating Income

Sources
Financing
Equity

1.2
7%
30
70%

$17,944,345

Retail Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Retail Income

Net Operating Income (NOI)
Cap Rate
Value Upon Completion
Equity Value Created (Profit if sold)

Feasibility Analysis 2: Using Loan to Value Cap Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

Financing Assumptions
Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR)
Interest Rate
Term (Yrs)
Maximum Loan to Value Ratio (LVR)

50
350

Total Development Costs

Commercial Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Commercial Income

$1,051,789
6.00%
$17,529,810
($5,092,628)

Net Operating Income (NOI)
Cap Rate
Value Upon Completion
Equity Value Created (Profit if sold)
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$167
$16

Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)

$778,680
($19,467)
$350,171
$1,109,384

Retail Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Retail Operating Expenses
Retail Net Operating Income

Total

Commercial Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

$72,450
$36,225
$36,225
$31,500
$17,500

$22,622,437

Total Development Costs

72,450
$0
$0
3
217,350
3
20%

$167
$16

Commercial Assumptions (Floors 2 & 3)
Comm Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Commercial GBA
Commercial Footprint
Commercial Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Commercial

50
350

Retail Development Costs
Retail Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Retail Development Costs

1.2
7%
30
70%

Global Assumptions
Parcel Size/Square Ft
Acq Price/Square Ft
Total Land Cost
FAR
Max Buildable Area
Height (# of Stories)
Exterior Circulation (% of parcel)
Retail Assumptions (1st Floor)
Retail Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Retail GBA
Retail Footprint
Retail Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Retail
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)
Retail Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

$72,450
$36,225
$36,225
$31,500
$17,500

Retail Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Retail Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate Non-Major Only

Sources
Financing
Equity

Financing Assumptions
Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR)
Interest Rate
Term (Yrs)
Maximum Loan to Value Ratio (LVR)

$1,730,137
($648,760)
$1,081,378
($901,148)
$180,230

$11,287,446
$6,656,899
2.71%
6.03%
1.18%
0.44%

Uses
$11,287,446 Acquisition
$6,656,899 Construction/Soft Costs
Contingency
$17,944,345 Total

$0
$8,544,926
$0
$8,544,926

Feasibility Analysis 2: Using Loan to Value Cap Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

$1,730,137
($648,760)
$1,081,378
($1,007,220)
$74,157

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$12,616,071
$5,328,274
1.39%
6.03%
1.48%
0.44%
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Tarzana Crossing Pro Forma | Retail + Residential

Tarzana Crossing Pro Forma | Retail + Commercial (Higher Rents)
Global Assumptions
Parcel Size/Square Ft
Acq Price/Square Ft
Total Land Cost
FAR
Max Buildable Area
Height (# of Stories)
Exterior Circulation (% of parcel)

72,450
$0
$0
3
217,350
2
20%

Retail Assumptions (1st Floor)
Retail Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Retail GBA
Retail Footprint
Retail Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Retail
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)
Retail Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

Financing Assumptions
Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR)
Interest Rate
Term (Yrs)
Maximum Loan to Value Ratio (LVR)

1.2
7%
30
70%

Global Assumptions
Parcel Size/Square Ft
Acq Price/Square Ft
Total Land Cost
FAR
Max Buildable Area
Height (# of Stories)
Exterior Circulation (% of parcel)

70,000
$0
$0
3
210,000
2
20%

$167
$16

Commercial Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

$167
$16

Retail Assumptions
Retail Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Retail GBA
Retail Footprint
Retail Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Retail
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)
Retail Development Costs/sq. ft.
Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

$2.06
$0.50
90%
2.5%

Commercial Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Commercial Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate

$2.70
$0.30
90%
2.5%

Retail Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Retail Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate Non-Major Only

72,450
36,225
36,225
31,500
17,500

Commercial Assumptions (Floors 2 & 3)
Comm Parcel Size (incl. circulation)
Commercial GBA
Commercial Footprint
Commercial Net Leasable Area
Parking Footprint Commercial

50
350

72,450
36,225
36,225
31,500
17,500
Number of Spaces
Space Size (sq. ft.)

50
350

70,000
36,225
36,225
31,500
14,000
40
350

Financing Assumptions
Debt Coverage Ratio (DCR)
Interest Rate
Term (Yrs)
Maximum Loan to Value Ratio (LVR)

1.2
7%
30
70%

Residential Assumptions
Residential GBA
Residential Footprint
Residential Net Leasable Area

36,225
31,500
31,500
Number of Units
Unit Size (sq. ft.)

30
1050

Parking Footprint Commercial
$167
$16

10,500
Spaces per Unit
Space Size (sq. ft.)

1
350

Residential Development Costs/sq. ft.

$175

Parking Development Costs/sq. ft.

Retail Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Retail Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Reimbursement Rate (Triple Net Lease)
Vacancy Rate Non-Major Only
Retail Development Costs
Retail Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Retail Development Costs

35%
5%

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$0
$8,972,173

Commercial Development Costs
Commercial Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Commercial Development Costs

35%
5%

$6,049,575
$280,000
$6,329,575
$2,215,351
$8,544,926
$427,246
$0
$8,972,173

Retail Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Retail Income

$778,680
($19,467)
$325,962
$1,085,175

Retail Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Retail Operating Expenses
Retail Net Operating Income

1.15%

($189,000)
($45,000)
($25,000)
(103,180)
($362,180)
$722,995

35%
5%

Commercial Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Commercial Income
Commercial Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Commercial Operating Expenses
Commercial Net Operating Income

$1,020,600
($25,515)
$257,922
$995,085

1.15%

($113,400)
($45,000)
($25,000)
($103,180)
($286,580)
$708,505

$6,049,575
$224,000
$6,273,575
$2,195,751
$8,469,326
$423,466
$0
$8,892,793

Residential Development Costs
Residential Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Residential Development Costs

Retail Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Expense Reimbursement
Total Retail Income

$778,680
($19,467)
$280,140
$1,039,353

Retail Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Retail Operating Expenses
Retail Net Operating Income

1.15%

($189,000)
($12,000)
($8,000)
(102,267)
($311,267)
$728,086

Residential Expenses Schedule
Operating Expenses
Management
Insurance
Property Taxes
Total Residential Operating Expenses
Residential Net Operating Income

Feasibility Analysis 1: Using Debt Coverage Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

$2,080,260
($648,760)
$1,431,500
($1,192,917)
$238,583

Feasibility Analysis 2: Using Loan to Value Cap Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

$2,080,260
($648,760)
$1,431,500
($1,333,333)
$98,167

Feasibility Analysis 1: Using Debt Coverage Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

$1,572,184
($630,745)
$941,439
($784,532)
$156,906

Feasibility Analysis 2: Using Loan to Value Cap Ratio
Total Gross Income
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Maximum Debt Payment
Cash Flow

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$14,942,034
$3,002,311
7.95%
7.98%
196.98%
32.96%

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$16,700,834
$1,243,512
7.89%
7.98%
475.59%
32.96%

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

$9,826,763
$8,290,233
1.89%
5.20%
-29.27%
-13.39%

Funding Plan
Maximum Loan
Equity Investment
Return on Equity Investment
Return on TDC
Profit @ Sale
Gross Margin

Total

$0
$8,544,926
$0
$8,544,926

Sources
Financing
Equity
Total

35%
5%

$6,339,375
$168,000
$6,507,375
$2,277,581
$8,784,956
$439,248
$0
$9,224,204

$560,875
($28,044)
$532,831

1.15%

($113,400)
($80,000)
($20,000)
($106,078)
($319,478)
$213,353

$941,439
6.00%
$15,690,648
($2,426,348)

Net Operating Income (NOI)
Cap Rate
Value Upon Completion
Equity Value Created (Profit if sold)

$1,431,500
6.00%
$23,858,334
$5,913,988

Uses
$14,942,034 Acquisition
$3,002,311 Construction/Soft Costs
Contingency
$17,944,345 Total

$1.48
$0.30
5.0%

Commercial Income Schedule
Other Income
Rental Income
Vacancy Loss
Total Residential Income

Net Operating Income (NOI)
Cap Rate
Value Upon Completion
Equity Value Created (Profit if sold)

Sources
Financing
Equity

$16

Commercial Income (Sq Ft Mo)
Residential Operating Expense (Sq Ft Mo)
Vacancy Rate

$18,116,997

Total Development Costs

$17,944,345

Total Development Costs

Retail Development Costs
Retail Hard Costs
Parking Hard Costs
Total Hard Costs
Soft Costs
Total Hard and Soft Costs
Contingencies
Land Cost
Total Retail Development Costs

$2.06
$0.50
90%
2.5%

Uses
$9,826,763 Acquisition
$8,290,233 Construction/Soft Costs
Contingency
$18,116,997 Total

$1,572,184
($630,745)
$941,439
($876,878)
$64,561

$10,983,454
$7,133,543
0.91%
5.20%
-34.01%
-13.39%

$0
$8,784,956
$0
$8,784,956
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Appendix D | Land Costs and Rents
Address
6120 N. Yolanda
Tampa Towne
18709 Topham Street
Zdenek Eye Institute
18305 Sherman Way
18511 Sherman Way
Majestic Plaza
18520 Burbank Blvd.
Tarzana Office Plaza
AVERAGES

Tarzana Commercial Rents | March 19, 2012
Square Rent/Sq
Footage Ft/Month
Total Rent Bldg Condition Zone
9000
$1.25
$11,250 New
MR-1
27084
$1.04
$28,213
4198
$4.00
$16,792 Creative/Loft
13037
$1.35
$17,600 Creative/Loft
27314
$1.36
$37,147
5000
$1.25
$6,250 Old
40000
$1.75
$70,000 New
10272
$2.00
$20,544
75000
$1.75
$131,250
23433.9
$1.75

Tarzana Area Land Costs | March 20, 2012
Address
Acreage Price
Price Per Acre
Price/Sq/Ft
Northridge, CA
1 $4,250,000.00
$4,250,000
Sherman Way and Reseda Blvd.
0.3
$225,000.00
$750,000
White Oak and Vanowen
0.6 $2,250,000.00
$3,750,000
7600 Lindley Ave., Reseda
0.25
$495,000.00
$1,980,000
6625 Reseda Blvd.
2.4 $8,000,000.00
$3,333,333
AVERAGES
0.91 $3,044,000.00 $2,812,666.67
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Notes
Near Tarzana Xing
Near Tarzana Xing
2nd Floor Exec Offices

Date of Sale
$98
Apr-07
$17
May-06
$86
Jul-06
$45 For Sale
$77 For Sale
$64.57

Use
Commercial
Retail
Retail
Retail/Comm
Commercial
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Address
Reseda Square
18517 Victory Blvd.
Reseda/Vanowen
West Tarzana Center
Harper's Bar and Grill
5554 Reseda Blvd
Tarzana Shopping Center
18545 Ventura Blvd.
18641 Ventura Blvd.
AVERAGES

Tarzana Rents | March 19, 2012
Square Rent/Sq
Footage Ft/Month
Total Rent Bldg Condition Zone
10900
$2.10
$22,890
4144
$2.00
$8,288 Older
1200
$2.50
$3,000
1500
$1.15
$1,725
7100
$2.25
$15,975
7246
$1.13
$8,188
8315
$3.93
$32,636 New
4000
$1.90
$7,600
3000
$1.60
$4,800
5267.22
$2.06 $11,678.04

Notes
NE Corner of Bessemer/Reseda
Strip Mall
Strip Mall
Strip Mall
Restaurant
Professional Bldg
Class A Retail
Street Fronting Retail
Street Fronting Retail

Tarzana Residential Rents | March 19, 2012
Square Rent/Sq
Address
Footage Ft/Month
Total Rent
6151 Reseda Blvd.
996
$1.48
$1,475
6425 Reseda Blvd.
700
$1.46
$1,025
18530 Hatteras St.
647
$1.62
$1,045
5809 Reseda Blvd.
750
$1.19
$895
18631 Collins St.
1250
$1.60
$2,000
18757 Hatteras St.
2137
$1.17
$2,495
5700 Etiwanda Ave.
938
$1.92
$1,800
18620 Hatteras St.
1103
$1.45
$1,599
6425 Reseda Blvd.
700
$1.46
$1,025
AVERAGES
1024.56
$1.48 $1,484.33
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